Amtrak-Truck Crash Spurs Concern

About a block north of Governors State University’s mini-campus on Highway 54 (Governors Highway) there is the old Drake Road. (It may be better remembered as the alternative route when State Road was being paved.)

So, when the road out of the defies a true image, and dirt farm roads dot the surrounding areas. Fortunately, Sheet Road has been repaired, Drake Road is not subject to heavy traffic.

What is terrifying about the road, however, is that when one comes to its west end and Gomez Hwy, or approaching going east, there is a unguarded railroad crossing to pass over, where very soon the bus carrying children to GSU Day Care Center must cross.

The Vicks Farmhouse, located on Drake Road directly east of the Carboto factory will very soon be the home of GSU’s Child Care Center. One of the many concerns of the center is to be opened sometime this year is to note that better safety facilities are established at the crossing. Those parents expected to utilize the day care center should join with planners in the center to initiate strong safety precaution.

All those concerned should contact Veronica Rosales.

Pete Peterson and Bob Hultman are credited with saving the truck driver’s life when he was rescued from water where he had been thrown from the wreck.

National GSU TV

NBC television in Chicago, New York, Washington, Cleveland, and Ill. – “754 Governors State University Students and an Announcement Say: Professors.”

“This Bulletin is intended to call to the attention of all those concerned with the planning of the commencement ceremony the need for better communication between the university and its students.”

GSU Bulletin Ready

College of Cultural Studies: College of Environmental and Applied Sciences; College of Human Learning and Development, and the Office of Community and Student Affairs.

The following will include information about the commencement ceremony:

- The 64-page Bulletin includes a section on the planning of the ceremony.
- Interviews are scheduled with Dr. Herman D. C. Hufnagel and Prof. Paul D. Lohman, Public Service, College of Cultural Studies, College of Environmental and Applied Sciences.
- Interviews are scheduled with Dr. Harry C. McCollum of the Human Learning and Development College of Cultural Studies, and the Office of Community and Student Affairs.

GSU Bulletin ready.

GSU Bulletin ready.

The first formal presentation of the Board of Governors Degree will be presented to students.

The ceremony musical accompaniment will be provided by Dr. Warrick Carter of the College of Cultural Studies.

Students Urged To Attend HLD Retreat

The College of Human Learning and Development (HLD) Forum Committee, will sponsor an open retreat on January 24 and 25, 1974. The retreat will begin at 8:00 a.m. and end at 11:30 a.m. The event is open to all students. Students from the course HLD 20 will be expected to attend the event. The College of Human Learning and Development is offering this event to all students.

For more information contact Dr. Robert Ramsey, Director of the College of Human Learning and Development.

Pete Peterson and Robert Hultman are credited with saving the truck driver’s life when he was rescued from water where he had been thrown from the wreck.

For Third GSU Commencement

350 degree candidates will participate in the winter commencement exercises. The former learning environment center, located at the mini-campus site. It is the third commencement in G.S.U.’s short history.

Candidates for graduation from July-August, 1973, through November-December, 1973. Several prospective candidates will be on view. Additional students will be on view.

Breakdown of degree candidates by college programs is as follows:

Bachelor of Arts in Cultural Studies and Bachelor of Arts in Human Development.

Degree candidates will be presented by Dr. Mary P. Endres, University Vice-President of Academic Affairs. Dean of the college will assist with the presentation.

Prospective graduates will receive their degrees from University President William Engstrom.

Co-chairmen of the event are Dr. Robert Bailey, director of admissions and records, and Dr. Robert Ramsey, director.

The event will reflect traditional style, degree candidates, faculty, and administrators will be on hand to welcome news arrivals, garlands, and bowls. The academic year at G.S.U. is greater in color and design, indicating the specific degree or field of study.

Master of Arts in Human Development 25.

Bachelor of Arts in Business and Public Services 35.

Bachelor of Arts in Environmental Science 7.

Master of Arts in Environmental Science 34.

The commencement will be a multimedia production focusing on the growth and development of G.S.U. Dr. Dave Wight, of the university in structural communications, will exhibit the university mode, electronic pageantry.

The ceremonies musical accompaniment will be provided by Dr. Warrick Carter of the College of Cultural Studies.
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the problem of GSU graduates not being accorded the rights and privileges of graduates of other institutions in the Chicago School System is one that we do not take lightly. Let me assure you that our efforts on all fronts are focused on the problem.

Most recently, at the direction of our Board of Governors and the President, the University Vice President for Academic Affairs and myself met with officers of a sister BOG institution — not named here because the arrangement is not formally finalized — which is accredited by the North Central Association to explore the possibilities of a formal relationship. We were very encouraged by their receptivity to the idea of endorsing our degrees, a procedure which would enable GSU Master degree graduates in Urban Teacher Education in all colleges to receive lane changes and salary increments until such time GSU is fully accredited by the North Central Association. Moreover, the Superintendent of the Chicago Public School System has indicated he would be amenable to such an arrangement. Equally important and as it relates to our progress towards full accreditation, we have been assured by the North Central Association that such an arrangement with a sister institution would not now be used.

Let me further assure you that GSU in the first phase (Self-Study) of the third and final step towards accreditation, the second and third phase being a visit to GSU by a North Central Association team of experts, and that we are progressing along very well with our Self-Study, a process all institutions of higher education must follow if they wish to be accredited. In other words, Harvard University, the oldest and most prestigious in the country, would have to pursue the same route to accreditation today if it were starting out as we are.

GSU is a great university. What it stands for and hopes to be will depend largely on your understanding of the pain and problems associated with giving birth to a new and different kind of university. We encourage you to take pride in it, to identify solely with it, and to join in our collective efforts to make its mandates, mission, and philosophy a part of your daily living reality. With your help and support I know we will succeed. I feel good about our future — GSU future. As I am sure this arrangement will be retroactive to cover earlier GSU graduates too.

Robert A. Blue

Editor's Point of View

The views expressed here are not necessarily those of the University.

No educational program can be too narrow in its approach to the perpetuation of out dated concepts and methods. Such a philosophy is not conducive to the familiar or functional ways of gaining information and understanding. The sub-conscious dangers of this line of thought pervades and destroys the true creative drive. The society in which we live and live is moving even faster towards something to the other. This debt total involvement by the total responsibility of making our universities relevant. Only the specialists are rapidly level of dedication in not becoming just points.

The involvement demanded by the research paper, essays of con social conscious "young "technology importance, and generation." propelled by the call personal reflection on what in life, for a new morality, signals to all to turn us over. Turn the books and ask the police. This is the time to get your head together and demand involvement with Come out on the streets and grand ideas, perform the task at single and press flesh with those who hand with a degree of creativity, who wait for the for comfort and least we all wonder, is it that we are now professors. We are turning back.

Chuck Rangel

Some mad dudes caught this mad dude and locked him up in this mad house run by some mad dudes, which is almost like some criminals catching this crook and sending him to prison run by a bunch of crooks.

Robert A. Blue

When this happens perhaps the stage is set and will all return from where they came to set the records straight by individual involvement. Perhaps GSU will provide the springboard by its design and approach to this line of thought pervades and destroys the true creative drive. The society in which we live and live is moving even faster towards something to the other. This debt total involvement by the total responsibility of making our universities relevant. Only the specialists are rapidly level of dedication in not becoming just points.

The involvement demanded by the research paper, essays of con social conscious "young "technology importance, and generation." propelled by the call personal reflection on what in life, for a new morality, signals to all to turn us over. Turn the books and ask the police. This is the time to get your head together and demand involvement with Come out on the streets and grand ideas, perform the task at single and press flesh with those who hand with a degree of creativity, who wait for the for comfort and least we all wonder, is it that we are now professors. We are turning back.

Chuck Rangel
Music is a combination of many things. Contrary to popular belief, it is highly technical and organized.

From the perspective of one aspiring for control of a musical instrument, "Playing" gets into being a helluva lot of work. Justifiably, a musical date is called a "gig." Yet, from the listener's (the layman's) point of view, music and musicians are often seen as a bunch of hopped up dudes spontaneously getting together to produce some way out sounds.

Well of course, instantaneous "gig." Music is a combination of many modes of musical expression and bringing in new insight and depth to the music scene in CSU. It takes many long hours of working and experimenting with arrangements and complex tunes to build a good flexible modern band capable of performing the sounds of yesterday-year with just as much swing and dynamism as today's music which is composed of many sounds.

After four tunes the tempo of the concert changed with a mood piece. The forever popular jazz standard "Here's That Rainy Day" set a little romance out into the audience. Then the theme from the popular TV series "Mod Squad" was performed with a highly creative drum solo by Curtis Prince followed by an interesting treatment of the academy award winning tune "Shaft" featuring Walter Henderson on trumpet, Filly Howell on trombone and Vincent Carter on Alto-sax on solos which closed out the program.

Part two began with Dr. Carter introducing a young member of his band to the audience who in turn introduced his quintet and played some of his original works. The tunes covered three important periods in modern music - early bop, the Latin influence on bop and the new popular Asian exotic music scene. The Richard Thomps on Quintet was in rare form indeed. His last selection proved highly creative and pushed the Eastern concept of music further into infinity. Dr. Carter came back with the big band doing "Brotherhood" and "Where's The Love" from the Donny Hathaway L.P.

The highlight of the evening came with the tune "World is a Ghetto" where everybody had a chance to solo. One of the most surprising was that of nine year old Max Chasahov. The audience brought the band back on for an encore, with another original by Dr. Carter titled ICC. It was a truly exceptional musical event that ranked in the highest standing.

By Howard White
Indeed! Man, we should look together. We are indeed the only ones when we're with it together. Indeed and here's the hint.

Turn it off, turn it off, you MAD little fool! You have been given a tool to use and it's going to drive you mad.

Indeed! Man, he was created with all this capability. He is an innovation! It's only something. You have to think what he's done, man. He's not done it. He can think what he can.
Indeed, what seems to be everything is not... Likewise, what seems to be nothing is not...

Indeed? Where do I fit? I'm absolute, aren't I?

Indeed! If I can disassociate myself from you and your pain on your plane, just as easy as I can disassociate myself from my joy on my plane, then only I am real...

Indeed; I agree. The only absolute reality is that which transcends all realities—a synthesis of all together—creating a whole greater than all apart—just as a Singer singing his song creates Music. I think...

Indeed, you think! But I know! I always knew. Being born means I know I know—Dummy!

In all the lands, a whisper roars.
If you felt drained financially by tuition costs, here is something worth considering. Students who have special talents are eligible to receive an Institutional Talent Waiver Award in the following fields:

Creative Arts
Communications
Arts

Eligible students are available in the office of Financial Aid. University-wide Talent Scholarship Committee makes the final decisions on all awards.

In addition to filling out an application, students will most likely have to provide some evidence that they are talented. Two letters of recommendation may serve as such evidence. A writer, for example, may submit original compositions; an actor or actress may submit something you have written, songs, or poetry that you have composed, or explain your role in a performance in which you have participated. It may be enough, beyond the satisfaction that it gives you, to satisfy part of your own economic burden. So explore yourself! You may have hidden talents.

Here is a list of Talent Scholarship winners:

TALENT SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS

NAME
Alderfer, Alma Jane  
Atkinson, Barbara  
Benetti, Maxwell J.  
Brendan, John L.  
Bennett, Maxwell  
Binh, James

Talent Paper Competition

The annual Student Paper Competition of the American Association for Public Opinion Research is open to G.S.U. students with academic emphasis in Communications, Journalism, Marketing, Political Science, Psychology, Sociology, and related fields.

Papers may relate to methodological questions in the field of survey research, or achieve substantive findings in a study which advance our understanding of public opinion and social behavior. Well executed papers, special projects, and term papers are all acceptable for the competition.

The panel of judges for the papers in this year's competition are: Sidney Friedberg, President; Sydney Heil, President; Sidney Heil, Director; Assistant Professor Allen H. Scherr, Director; Assistant Professor John Sidner, Director; Assistant Professor Joseph E. Stump, Director; and Assistant Professor Martin W. Tallman, Director.

For additional information contact Joel DeGraaf (Innovator) or Dr. Steve Schain (HLD).
THE PENDULUM

BY LEOLA SCHEARD

PEOPLE are beautiful. I want to thank all of my readers for asking me to continue writing my column. "Tell it like it is," I wrote this column two years ago and I want to do something different in writing. Let me hear from you...my readers.

End to an old year and beginning of a new. Add a bit of color to that old navy blue dress or a gay patch to those faded jeans. Life sometimes takes on a different perspective when you change your mode of dress. It is your first day of work, and the hours are short. The longer a girl is employed the better the area she gets to service. The prime target is the VIP. Overlooking the main entrance of the building, I can see my impression that those women ages 18 to 27 years old on the average and many of these married or mothers or both have completely naively and projected an image type innocence. When I asked how they felt about the Women's Life movement, they received the following answers: "I'm not a Bunny 24 hours a day, I feel like I'm taken advantage of. No one is forced to be here." It seems to me that the image that they have of the "Pendulum" is lost over their heads.

New and I must write: good news is coming out of the college of HLD. Dean Cogdell is going "about the business" of straightening up his house (HLD). Remember Dean Cogdell inherited many problems. The dean is doing what many more deans should do and I am sure they will begin to appear in the future. The students are no longer up in arms about the administration of the college. Normalcy has been restored and the students are happy. I am not talking about the college of HLD. Normalcy has been restored and the students are happy. I am not talking about the college of HLD.

Defining the proposal for Outposts (extensions of the University) are not any of your previous years. This year should be your most interesting and exciting year at GSU. "And Why Not?"

LOAF OF bread and thorns, can certainly explain the warmth and friendship I felt for one of my classmates. Alice Zamudio. We were in "The Career Opportunity Program" and after all the site visits were completed I was extended an invitation by Alicia to visit Norfolk Virginia. I accepted, and away we went. Alicia's son is in the navy, married, and has 2 children. They were just two great kids to visit with. When visiting here, Alicia and I broke bread with me. Beautiful people, the inner and outer.

Unlike any of your previous years, this year should be your most interesting and exciting year at GSU. "And Why Not?"

Shuttle Service

The first day of the new shuttle service greeted students one hour late with the newly acquired bus (top photo) and full-time civil service driver. The new service is now under Building and Planning, headed by Mr. Bil Wickensh. Students complained that the new schedule made no compensation for the usually late Illinois Central Commuter trains.

The new commuter Governors State University to was collected.

Shuttle Service

Minist ration to Illinois Central electric suburban service and the campus, and car pools are some of the plans to help cope with the energy transportation shortage.

The extension of the electric suburban service from Richton Park to Stoneman loop and the construction of a station across from the campus are expected to be ready for use some time in 1975.

The university bus in the meantime will operate between the IC Richton Park station and the university and replace station-wagon transportation, which has been used since Governors State University opened two years early in 1971.

The new IC station stop is expected to be named for the university. Said a railroad publication: "Of course we're honoring Governors State University, the campus of which will be located adjacent to where IC's terminal will stand. IC and the terminal expect several thousand commuter students from Chicago and points all along the line to ride highliners to and from school."

"Acquisition of additional Highliners, construction of track to Governors State University, and completion of reverse signalling north to Homewood would bring about a dramatic increase in suburban ridership."

The commitment of the railroad to extend its line was a major reason for locating new Governors State University in the south suburbs.

"A great per cent of the students are from minority groups, many of them commuting from the inner city. This is in line with the Illinois Board of Higher Education statement of mission: "Governors State University should serve the needs of lower and middle income students with special emphasis on the needs of minority students.""
Poetry

Poetry

by JEROME SANDERS

My head throbs from streets of reality,
My back aches from doing the impossible.
Yet I'm happy:
I chose to show another step toward progress for Blacks directly and indirectly in radio and television communications.

Quality of Cosmetics Rising

by CASSANDRA M. WILSON

Ms. Rieko B. Lyster, a native of Japan, is the president of Ms. Lyster Cosmetics, Inc. She has spent on cosmetics rising. Mrs. Lyster has of poor skin. Take more advantage of the cosmetics rising. She needs to follow the rules for the beauty of skin.
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